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ItrrKRPRETATION OF GROUND MAGNETOMETER SURVEY 

llcGOQL TOWNSHIP CLAIMS/GROUP III

Introduction

The survey area, consisting of three clains in McCool Township; 
two in the northeast corner of lot 2 concession III, and one in the 
northwest corner of lot l, concession III; is easily accessible by 
highway 101 from Matheson. Picket lines running east of north at 200 
foot intervals with stations 100 feet apart, were used in the survey. 
The purpose of the survey was to delineate potential asbestos deposits, 
The results are of sufficient interest to warrant further exploration.

Accompanying this memo is one copy of ground magnetics contoured 
to 100 garnna intervals as well as one copy of the interpretation.

Suanary

Centrally located in the claim group, is the main anomalous 
mass which has been interpreted as a drag-folded basic intrusive with 
more basic material forming a central core. The nose of the interpreted 
drag-fold has been selected as the area of greatest interest, for further 
detailed exploration by detailed geological mapping and diamond drilling. ' 
Lesser features have also been interpreted and treated accordingly.

Interpretation

On the accompanying overlay showing the interpreted results, 
anomalies have been numbered for ease of reference, and faults and contacts 

have been indicated.

The laost important magnetic feature is the anomaly comprising 
most of claim L-55660 and parts of claims L-55659 and L-55661. The 
anomalous mass lias the fonu of a drag-fold with its axis trending west 
of north, numerous interruptions and intensity changes riake this a 
particularly interesting feature. The anomaly is flanked on the north by 
a generally low magnetic area which is at a higher level than the low 
south of the anoady. !forth' of the large anomaly is a narrow, north 
westerly trending anomaly.

The main anomalous area consisting of Anomalies 5 to 17 inclusive, 
constitutes the most interesting feature. The anomaly has been interpreted 
as a drag-folded basic intrusive, with its axis trending west of north. 
Anomalies 5 to 12 inclusive in the nose of the interpreted drag-fold show * 
numerous interruptions and intensity changes. A fault has been interpreted 
just north of Anomalies 9, 10 and south of Anomalies 6 and 8. There is a 
distinct interruption of the magnetics in this location, Another fault 
has been interpreted south of Anomalies 9 and 12 and north of Anomaly 17. 
Anomalies 5, 6 and 7 show distinct magnetization contrasts and indicate 
concentric banding of raore magnetic masses with Anomaly 7 forming a 
highly magnetic core. Similarly Anoroalies 9, 11, 14 and 15 indicate 
more magnetic cores than the surrounding masses. The anoiaaly as a whole
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is interpreted as a basic intrusive. Hore magnetic cores raay be due to 

nore basic intrusives or alteration effects.

The possibility of the main anomalous Mass being a drag-folded 

band of iron formation with thickening and alteration around the nose of 

the fold, has been considered. This is presented as an alternate but 

less likely interpretation. '.

On the north and east flanks of the anomalous mass, a zono of 

gradational magnetic properties raay be interpreted as either an alteration 

zone or a north-dipping contact.

Anofiilies l, 2, 3 and 4- to the north of the main anomalous mass 

may represent slightly magnetic volcanics, or a dike, A cross fault has 

been interpreted east of Anomalies l and 2 .

The low magnetic areas south and north of the main anomalous 

mass aro of different mgnotic levels, the north low being the higher. 

The northern low flanks the main anomalous mass on the east, north and 

west sides. Gabbro outcrops indicated by reconnaissance mapping fall 

within this low.

Cfood depth calculation o are difficult to raake on the main 

anomalous nasr; due to the gradation?-! Magnetic effect caused by alteration 

zones or sloping contacts, Anomaly 17 gave a depth of. 120* ^ 20f., but due 

to the aforementioned gradational effect the depth is probably much less. 

Another ostinatc on Anonaly 2 gave a depth of 50 feet * 203. Further 

depth estimates would bc of questionable accuracy.

Conelusions

The raairt anomalous masss is of greatest economic interest. Of 

this, Anonaliers 5 to 12 inclusive, have been selected as being of most 

importance. If the anomalous mass is a drag-folded basic intrusive as 

interpreted with numerous nore basic cores the conditions should be 

favourable for asbestos deposits. Anomalies 14 and 15 are of lesser 

intore.'jt but also warrant attention. Further detailed geological mapping 

is recommended with final testing of favourable structures by diamond 

drilling. Also anothor ground magnetic profile at 900 E and running 

900 feet south would add considerable information to Anomalies 9 f H and 

U.

Respectfully submitted,

(s) H. Reimer,
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